
Activity 5
We are going to look at the content and form of Angie 
Lewin’s work and then create some shapes in the style of 
Angie Lewin to use in our final composition.

What do you notice about these pieces of work?

Think in terms of shapes, composition and line. 
Discuss with someone if possible.

Activity 4



The shapes are; simplified, 
geometric, repeated, different 
sizes, etc…

Activity 4



Task 1) Create some basic Design ideas in the style of Angie 
Lewin of flower, seed and leaf shapes.

Task 2) On one page create some simple design ideas from 
looking at your drawings of natural forms or your photos, 
simple line drawings, do not add tone. 

Task 3) Choose 3 favourite designs and refine them further-
experiment with slightly different shapes/ lines/ proportions 
etc…

Extension of learning: 
Explore mark making and continuous line drawings. 

LF: To develop our knowledge of how to draw from observation. 

• Minimal ability to record ideas, 
observations and insights through 
drawing and annotation

•A moderate ability to skilfully record 
ideas, observations and insights through 
drawing and annotation as work 
progresses. 

• A consistent ability to skilfully record 
ideas, observations and insights through 
drawing and annotation as work 
progresses. 
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Activity 5 

Create some basic Design ideas in the style of Angie Lewin 
of flower, seed and leaf shapes.

On one page create some simple design ideas from 
looking at your drawings of natural forms or your photos, 
simple line drawings, do not add tone. 

Remember to keep them simple, use basic shapes. Try to 
keep each shape separate- as if they were each a cut out 
piece of paper.
15 mins- Take your 3 favourite designs and refine them 
further- experiment with slightly different shapes/ lines/ 
proportions etc…

Remember: 
• Basic shapes
• Simplified

• Outlines only
• Detail added 

with black 
lines

Activity 5



Sketch a few squares/rectangles on the right side of your page and draw 2-4 design 
ideas using the shapes you created last time. Title- Final Piece Design Ideas-refer to 
images of Angie Lewin’s work to think about content and composition. These should 
only be line drawings

On one page you should 
have your basic shape 
designs from last week

Design Ideas Final Piece Designs

On the other page draw 
a few different shape 
boxes to put your final 
design ideas in. 

Activity 5

You will need-
Sketch book
Pencil

You could do a still life, a 
collection of shapes on a plain 
background, or with a horizon, or 
something else!



Activity 5
25mins- Refine your ideas. Take your favourite idea/s and develop 
them further- 2 further sketched line designs on 1 or 2 A4 pages. Use 
SCAMPER.

You will need-
Sketch book
Pencil

Substitute- replace a thing for something else
Combine- put ideas/ shapes/ colours/ objects together
Adapt- Adjust to a new purpose, reshape, refine
Modify, Magnify, Minify- Change the colour, shapes, size. Make it smaller, larger, thinner, wider, longer, shorter
Put to other use- Change where it is in the composition, use for something else.
Eliminate- Omit, cut out, edit down, simplify, get rid of.
Rearrange, Reverse- Change the order, composition, sequence, layout

In this example I 
have tried several 
different styles of 
line within the 
flower shape



LF: To develop ideas through sampling techniques. 

Task 1) Work into your drawings using watercolour 

Task 2) Develop a collage of Angie Lewin 

Extension of learning: 
Develop and combine the sampling techniques. 

Idea Developments
(AO2)
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• Minimal ability to refine ideas.
• Minimal ability to select and 
experiment with appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and processes 
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• A moderate ability to thoughtfully 
refine ideas.
• A moderate ability to effectively select 
and purposefully experiment with 
appropriate media, materials, 
techniques and processes. 
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•A consistent ability to thoughtfully 
refine ideas.
•A consistent ability to effectively select 
and purposefully experiment with 
appropriate media, materials, 
techniques and processes. 



Activity 6 + 7
Final Design
Sketch your favourite design as large as 
you can on an A4 page and look at 
colour selections.

We are going to look at some of Angie 
Lewin’s work and discover what kind of 
colour combinations she is using. You 
will then make a range of possible 
colour combinations based on colour 
theory and decide which colours you 
would like to add to your final design.

You will need-
Sketch book
Pencil
Colouring pencils, 
pens or paints



Analogous- Colours that are next to each other on the 
colour wheel
Complementary –colours that are opposite on the colour 
wheel
Split Complementary- a base colour with the two colours 
adjacent to it’s complement
Primary colours- red, yellow, blue.
Secondary colour- orange, purple, 
green

Activity 6 + 7

Copy this into your book- later 
you can add some examples 
of the colours.



Activity 6+7

Using the previous 
slide work out what 
we would call these 
colour combinations

Pink + Green =
Blue + Orange =

Light Blue + Dark Blue + Green =

Yellow + Green =

Light Blue + Green + Orange =

Yellow + Purple = Complementary



Activity 6 +7

Yellow + Purple = Complementary

Pink + Green = Complementary
Blue + Orange = Complementary

Light Blue + Dark Blue + Green = Analogous

Yellow + Green = Analogous

Light Blue + Green + Orange =
Split complementary

In all of these images she uses a 
limited colour palette, usually no 
more than 4 colours + black and 
white. Can you work out why she 
uses so few colours (think about 
the technique she uses to create 
them)? If so annotate in your book.



Analogous (next to)
2-4 colours that sit next to each 

other on the colour wheel

Complementary (opposite)
2 colours that sit directly opposite each 

other on the colour wheel

Activity 6 +7Colour Palette Ideas -10 mins -Create some colour 
combinations that you could possibly use for your 
final piece (at least 3 different) and label what kind of 
colours they are; Analogous, Complementary or Split 
Complementary. Use between 2 or 3 colours (+ black 
and white), any media you chose.

Here are 
some other 
colour  
option 
ideas 



Final Design

Make sure you have:

• Simplified the images

• Repeated shapes (larger, smaller, rotated, different 
patterns)

• Filled the space well

• Used your own designs from drawing from 
observation- not just copies of the artist’s work

Now you can colour your design. 

Activity 6+ 7

Annotate your colour preference and selections… Describe the 
mood it would create.
“In Angie Lewin’s work she uses different combinations of colours 
(+black & white).
I prefer complimentary/harmonious because…
If I were in a picture with these colours I would feel…”



Fill in the gaps:

To create a piece of work in the style of Angie Lewin I need to:

• _ _ _ _ the composition.

• Use a limited _ _ _ _ _ _ palette.

• Create _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ with colour.

• In the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the top and bottom of picture should be 
different colours.

• Use geometric/simple shapes- _ _ _ _ _ _ the shapes.

• Be _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by nature.

• Flowers/ seed pods need to be stylized- use _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

• When _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - use the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ first, 
block colours, finally add _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

colour

lightest colour

contrast 

printing 

black line detail 

background 

repeat 

inspired 

pattern 

plan

Activity 6+7



Add colour to your design. 

• You may decide to do a straight still life with no background, or add a horizon line and 
another colour (My daughter Kitty suggested pink! I wasn’t sure at first, but I love how 
it turned out.)

Activity 6+7

When adding the black line detail
• Think about where you will add it and what detail you want to 

define
• Don’t just outline all the way around the shape, consider just 

doing it on one side. Check how Angie Lewin uses it on her 
pieces.



CAD Developments 
of final design 

Optional Activity 4



Design 
developments 
CAD or paper 
based. 

Add different 
colour ways to 
your final 
design ideas, 
partially or 
fully. Any 
media you 
like.

You will need-
Sketch book
Colouring pencils
Anything to add 
colour, paints, pens, 
etc…


